Due to the data acquired by most optical earth observation satellite such as IKONOS, QuickBird-2 and GF-1 consist of a panchromatic image with high spatial resolution and multiple multispectral images with low spatial resolution. Many image fusion techniques have been developed to produce high resolution multispectral image. Considering panchromatic image and multispectral images contain the same spatial information with different accuracy, using the least square theory could estimate optimal spatial information. Compared with previous spatial details injection mode, this mode is more accurate and robust. In this paper, an image fusion method using Bidimensional Empirical Mode Decomposition (BEMD) and the least square theory is proposed to merge multispectral images and panchromatic image. After multi-spectral images were transformed from RGB space into IHS space, next I component and Panchromatic are decomposed by BEMD, then using the least squares theory to evaluate optimal spatial information and inject spatial information, finally completing fusion through inverse BEMD and inverse intensity-hue-saturation transform. Two data sets are used to evaluate the proposed fusion method, GF-1 images and QuickBird-2 images. The fusion images were evaluated visually and statistically. The evaluation results show the method proposed in this paper achieves the best performance compared with the conventional method.
Introduction
In the remote sensing satellite system, data storage amount and data transmis-accurate geometric analysis, while high spectral resolution information is essential for the objective interpretation of objects [1] [2] [3] . So it is necessary to merge MS image with high spectral resolution and Pan with high spatial resolution to produce an image with both high spectral and spatial resolution [4] [5] [6] .
Many remote sensing image fusion methods have been developed in the last few years [7] . In general, these methods could be grouped into two classes. The first class is based on spatial domain transform and component substitution, such as the intensity-hue-saturation (IHS) transform, principal component analysis (PCA) and Gram-Schmidt transform. This kind of method's fusion mode is that the multi-spectral images are transformed into spatial domain, and then, panchromatic image is used to replace a component transformed to complete the fusion. The characteristics of this kind of method are small computational amount, fast fusion speed, but fusion image will show obvious spectral distortion. The second class fusion methods are based on multi-resolution analysis, including fast fourier transform (FFT) [8] , wavelet transform (WT) [9] [10], contour let transform and so on. The fusion result of this kind of method is better than the first kind of method for spectral preserving and spatial detail injecting on the whole, but the calculation is relatively complicated and time-consuming. There are still a few gaps between the fusion image and the ideal standard image [11] .
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) [12] is a new signal processing method relative to the FFT and WT. FFT and WT could be applied to process linear, stationary signal, but EMD could adaptively decompose linear or nonlinear signal into a set of functions called Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF) and residue. It has been applied to many applications in image processing, such as image compression, image analysis. Bidimensional Empirical Mode Decomposition (BEMD) [13] is EMD's generalization in two-dimensional space, and has been applied to merge MS images and Pan image [14] [15] [16] . Liu et al. [14] utilized BEMD to decompose MS images and Pan image into IMFs and residue respectively, and then substituted the MS images' IMFs with pan image's IMFs, and finally added all IMFs of pan image with residue of MS images respectively to construct fusion images. In order to increase the computing speed, Dong et al. [16] applied IHS transform to calculate intensity component of MS images, and decomposed intensity component and Pan image via BEMD, and then reconstructed new intensity component through substitution of intensity component's IMFs with IMFs of Pan image, and finally completed image fusion via inverse IHS transform. Although above methods get good results, spatial details were injected using mode of intensity component substitution or high-frequency information substitution. The spatial information of MS images was abandoned at the same time. It will result in loss of information and reduce reliability of fusion results. In this paper, we propose a fusion method to overcome the above shortcomings. After MS images are IHS transformed, the I component and Pan image would be decomposed into IMFs and residue respectively. Based on the spatial resolution ratio of pan image and MS image, we use the least squares principle to evaluate the optimal spatial information of fused images, and then through inverse BEMD and inverse IHS transform to complete remote sensing images fusion, thus the fused image has the same spatial resolution as the panchromatic image while maintaining the spectral characteristics of the multispectral image, and without information loss in image fusion processing.
Related Work

IHS Transform
Image fusion technique based on IHS transform is a representative method, which has been widely used to merge MS images and pan image. Due to its fast implementation and high efficiency, it has been integrated into some remote sensing image processing software, such as ENVI, ERDAS. It can convert a color image from RGB space to IHS space, the transformation models include sphere transformation, cylinder transformation, triangle transformation and hexagonal cone transformation and so on [17] [18] . The formula adopted in this paper is as follows, 
Inverse transformation formula is,
Bidimensional Empirical Mode Decomposition
EMD is a new signal analysis method [12] , which is different with FFT and WT 
e) Calculating standard deviation (SD) of stopping iteration condition. If SD < ε ( ε is a predefined threshold (often 0.2 -0.3)), then we can consider , l k h is the lth BIMF, otherwise, repeat steps (b) to (e) until the stop condition is satisfied.
3) Calculating Residue.
( ) 
Previous studies [10] [19] have shown that using IHS transform and multi-scale analysis jointly to fuse MSI images and pan image is better than using IHS 
where Y is a vector which size is 1 m × , C is an observation matrix which size is m n × , X is an observation value and V is an observation error which it's mean is zero.
2) In the case that the number of observation equation is more than the number of unknown variables, the optimal estimate of the true value X can be expressed as follows:
Var V is the observation error matrix. 3) Assume three MS images and a Pan image which spatial resolution ratio are :1 n are used to produce fusion images, the observation error of panchromatic spatial information is r , and the corresponding multispectral image observation error is nr . The parameter of Formula (9) is as follows, 
Then the optimal evaluation of true X is,
The detailed fusion steps are as follows, and Figure 1 
Experiments and Analysis
Experiments
In this paper, we choose two sets of data that comes from different sensor and Figure 3 is better than that of GF-1 image in Figure 2 , the change of spatial details and color in the fusion images is more obvious. The water in region A is not a obvious gray areas in the reference image (b), and it has become a black area obviously in Figure 3 (c) and Figure 3(d) , the color and spatial detail in Figure 3 
Quantitative Assessment
In terms of objective evaluation, we selects the correlation coefficient (CC) and the distortion degree (DD) to evaluate the spectral properties of the fusion image relative to the reference image, selects the high frequency correlation coefficient (HFCC) [21] and the structural similarity Index Measurement (SSIM) [22] to evaluate the similarity between the spatial structure information of the fused image and that of the reference image. 
where X and Y are means of image X and image Y.
The distortion degree (DD) indicates the deviation of the fused image relative to the reference image. The smaller the distortion degree, the closer the spectral information between two images is. The distortion degree can be calculated as follows:
The high frequency correlation coefficient (HFCC) presents the similarity of the high frequency information of the fusion image and that of the reference image. The main idea is based on the fact the most spatial information in image is concentrated in the high frequency information. If the high frequency correlation coefficients tend to be 1, the spatial structure of the images is close to each other. The filter which we used to extract high frequency of image is Laplace mask as follows:
The structural similarity Index Measurement (SSIM) is a comprehensive index which takes into account the gray correlation, the gray deviation and the image contrast of the image. The closer the value is to 1, the closer the two images are. The SSIM can be calculated as follows: Table 1 and Table 2 are the objective evaluation factors for the fusion of two sets of MS images and Pan image. From Table 1 , it can be seen that the correlation coefficient of fusion results based on BEMD and reference images are greater than the correlation coefficient of the fusion results based on discrete wavelet transform, distortion are less than the fusion results based discrete wavelet transform, it shows that the fusion method based on BEMD decomposition are superior to the fusion method based on wavelet transform in spectral preservation. In addition, spatial details injection model of DWT + HIS + LS and method proposed in this paper is least square evaluation, compared to the DWT + HIS and BEMD + IHS method which directly use the panchromatic image's high frequency information to replace the I D. S. Huang et al. The correlation coefficients of high frequency of the fusion images based on the method proposed in this paper are slightly higher than the corresponding index of the image using other three methods, the index of image based on other three methods are basically close, just the method based on wavelet transform, it is not efficient for improving high frequency correlation coefficient to inject spatial details using least square method. The ranking of SSIM indexes is the same as the ranking of correlation coefficients and distortions. The order of the two kinds of indexes shows that the fusion image based on the method proposed in this paper is closer to the reference image in spectral information and spatial information.
The index's distribution in Table 2 is basically consistent with the distribution of index in Table 1 . The fusion image based on the method proposed in this paper is the most closest to the reference image on four indexes. Combining with the comparative analysis visually, it can be found that the image fusion method based on BEMD is more effective than the image fusion method based on wavelet transform in preserving spectral and spatial information integration. In terms of space details injection, relative to model using high frequency substitution, the image using the least square method to integrate space details is closer to the reference image in space structure.
Conclusion
In order to make fusion image contain the same spectral information and spatial information as the image obtained using the same parameter sensor, this paper proposes a fusion method based on BEMD + IHS to merge MS images and Pan image. Simultaneously, considering spatial information in MSI and Pan forms a set of observation values of unequal precision, an optimal evaluation of spatial information can be calculated via the least square method. Two sets of data, GF-1 images and QuickBird-2 images, are used to verify the fusion method. After visual analysis and objective evaluation, experimental result shows that the fusion results based on BEMD proposed in this paper are much closer to the reference image than fusion results based on wavelet transform, and the fused images using least square method to integrate spatial detail are much closer to the reference image than fusion image using panchromatic image's high frequency information to substitute I component's high frequency information. In addition, the fused image using substitution model to inject spatial details exists the phenomenon that spatial information is injected overly.
